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Doing things digitally is our preference. Tick the box if you are not happy to receive
correspondence via email:
Tick the box if you would like to subscribe to the Aberdeenshire LDP eNewsletter:

Fair processing notice
Please tick to confirm your agreement to the following statements:
By submitting a response to the consultation, I agree that Aberdeenshire Council can use the
information provided in this form, including my personal data, as part of the review of the
Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan. This will include consultation on the Main Issues Report
(including any subsequent Proposed Plan).
I also agree that following the end of the consultation, i.e. after 8 April 2019, my name and
respondent identification number (provided to you by Aberdeenshire Council on receipt of your
submission) can be published alongside a copy of my completed response on the Main Issues
Report website (contact details and information that is deemed commercially sensitive will not be
made available to the public).
The data controller for this information is Aberdeenshire Council. The data on the form will be used
to inform a public debate of the issues and choices presented in the Main Issues Report of the
Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan 2021. It will inform the content of the Proposed
Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan.
Aberdeenshire Council will only keep your personal data for as long as is needed. Aberdeenshire
Council will retain your response and personal data for a retention period of 5 years from the date
upon which it was collected. After 5 years Aberdeenshire Council will review whether it is
necessary to continue to retain your information for a longer period. A redacted copy of your
submission will be retained for 5 years beyond the life of the Local Development Plan 2021,
possibly until 2037
Your Data, Your Rights
You have got legal rights about the way Aberdeenshire Council handles and uses your data, which
include the right to ask for a copy of it, and to ask us to stop doing something with your data.
If you are unhappy with the way that Aberdeenshire Council or the Joint Data Controllers have
processed your personal data then you do have the right to complain to the Information
Commissioner’s Officer, but you should raise the issue with the Data Protection Officers first. The
Data Protection Officers can be contacted by writing to:
▪

Mr Andrew Lawson, Data Protection Officer, Aberdeenshire Council, Business Services,
Town House, 34 Low Street, Banff, AB45 1AY

If you have difficulty understanding this document and require a translation, or you need help
reading this document (for example if you need it in a different format or in another language),
please phone us on 01467 536230.
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1. Introduction
1.1.

1.2.

1.3.

This report has been prepared by Halliday Fraser Munro, Chartered Architects and Planning
Consultants, on behalf of D&W Hourston. It is written in response to the Aberdeenshire Local
Development Plan Main Issues Report.
At the ‘Call for Sites’ stage of the LDP preparation process Halliday Fraser Munro submitted a bid
(KN065) on behalf of D&W Hourston for land at Nether Woodston, St Cyrus to be allocated for up to
60 houses. The site is located on the eastern side of the established village of St Cyrus.
The bid has not been included as an Officers Preference in the Main Issues Report (MIR).

2. Bid Summary
2.1.
2.2.

2.3.

2.4.

2.5.

The bid submitted was for a 3.7ha greenfield and partially brownfield site for residential development.
The proposals presented in the LDP bid followed a review of the site and planning context, analysis of
the opportunities and constraints of the site and the integration of new development as an appropriate
addition to the St Cyrus settlement.
The vision for the Land at Nether Woodston, St Cyrus is to create a sensitive and measured extension
to the established village of St Cyrus, respecting the setting and landscape character of the area and
rounding off the village to the north, creating a welcoming gateway to the village.
The bid site represented the opportunity to ‘round off’ and consolidate the north eastern settlement
boundary of the village and is a deliverable, measured extension to the established village. The north
eastern settlement boundary sits east of the KN065 site. The bid presents the opportunity to create a
defensible eastern gateway boundary to the village.
Access would be taken into the site from the A92 and pedestrian access would be along the path of
the old railway line from Beach Road.

3. Planning Context
3.1.

3.2.

3.3.

At present there are two allocated sites for housing in St Cyrus. Sites OP1 and OP2 are located
respectively at the south west and northern edges of St Cyrus. Both were allocated in the 2012 Local
Development Plan and subsequently carried forward into the Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan
2017.
Site OP1 extents to around 10ha and is allocated for mixed use development. This site was granted
planning approval (APP/2018/0686) in September 2018 for 125 houses. In 2013 OP2 was granted full
planning permission for the erection of 17 dwellinghouses. Development on site OP2 is now complete.
There is one site preferred by Officers included in the MIR, KN003 which is reserved for 30 homes.
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4. St Cyrus Suitability
4.1.

4.2.

St Cyrus is an established settlement on the south east Aberdeenshire coast. The settlement is well
connected by the A92 to larger towns and villages to the north and south. The national cycle network
and coastal paths pass through St Cyrus.
The village of St Cyrus has services in the form of a primary school, small shop, coffee shop and a hotel
with the Main Issues Report noting that opportunity for future housing will help to sustain these
helping to meet the needs of St Cyrus. Our client supports these aims.

5. Site Suitability
5.1.
5.2.

5.3.

5.4.
5.5.

5.6.

5.7.

KN065 would provide a deliverable, measured extension to the eastern side of the established village
of St Cyrus.
The site is a flat and open piece of agricultural land surrounded by existing development on three sides.
New development on this site creates the opportunity for a strong defensible boundary to the east
creating a gateway to the village from the north east, in line with the boundary on the opposite side
of the A92.
The flat, enclosed nature of the site with boundaries defined by roads, buildings and field boundaries
means that the land can be developed for housing without any adverse impacts on the nearby coast
or beach area and will improve visual amenity of the eastern edge of the village.
KN065 is in close proximity to St Cyrus Primary School making walking to school a viable option. This
would keep the level of congestion around the school at drop off and pick up times down.
Bid KN065 has not been supported as an ‘officer’s preference’ in the MIR, despite reporting that “the
proposed site is well located in relation to the settlement and in close proximity to services such as
the primary school”.
The MIR notes a number of constraints: prime agricultural land; situated within the Coastal Zone and
the Southeast Aberdeenshire Coast Special Landscape Area; visually prominent and significant impact
on the landscape; concerns with secondary education provision; safe access from the A92 and the
limited capacity at the water treatment works. We do not consider these factors as constraints and
believe they can be overcome as set out below.
Prime Agricultural Land: Davidson & Robertson Rural Surveyors & Consultants have considered the
situation regarding prime agricultural land. A supporting letter is included in this submission. In
summary this letter details that although the site is classified as 3.1 by the James Hutton Institute, this
rating is not considered to be Prime Land, rather it is a good to fair classification for arable farming.
Furthermore, the nature of the site means it has agricultural limitations. KN065 is dissected by a former
railway line which means a portion of the field cannot be cultivated. The former railway line combined
with dwellinghouse boundaries and the boundary of a telephone exchange mean that the field has 18
corners rather than the standard 4 corners of a rectangular field. This results in additional work to crop
the field meaning higher cultivation and fuel costs and a lower return from the field. Accordingly, from
a practical agricultural perspective the bid site is not ‘Prime Agricultural Land’. Additionally, site KN003
is also considered to be prime agricultural land but this is not being treated as a constraint that will
prevent development.
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5.8.

Situated within the Coastal Zone and Southeast Aberdeenshire Coast Special Landscape Area: The
majority of the village of St Cyrus is included in the Southeast Aberdeenshire Coast Special Landscape
Area (SLA) and Coastal Zone. Site OP1 was previously within this, demonstrating that that the SLA does
not have to prevent development. We consider that site KN065 does not have a negative impact on
the SLA or the Coastal Zone. The site has a defensible boundary to the south which limits any impact
of the development on views to and from the coast and the general coastal area.
5.9. Visually Prominent and Significant Impact on the Landscape: The site is surrounded by existing
development on three sides, due to this and the flat, enclosed nature of the site, we consider that the
land can be developed without any adverse impacts on the nearby coast or beach area and will improve
the visual amenity of the eastern edge of the village through provision of a properly planned gateway.
Allocating KN065 would balance development on either side of the A92, bringing the settlement
boundary in line.
5.10. Secondary Education Provision: Mearns Academy is currently operating at 98% capacity and forecast
to be at 105% capacity in 2023. With or without new development in St Cyrus the school will be
operating above capacity. The Main Issues Report seeks future housing development to meet the
needs of St Cyrus and sustain its services. We therefore consider that secondary education provision
will be a constraint to all development in St Cyrus, not just as a result of KN065 and a solution will need
to be provided to address this. One element of this will be the provision of developer obligations
towards expanded school capacities.
5.11. Safe Access from the A92: There is good visibility from the proposed access onto the A92 and an
amended 30mph speed limit would be introduced.
5.12. Limited Capacity at the Water Treatment Works: The Strategic Environmental Assessment reports
that the water treatment works have capacity but may not have future capacity and an upgrade is
required. This upgrade will be required no matter where development takes place in St Cyrus and will
need to take place to deliver the settlement vision of future housing to meet the needs of the village.
6. Conclusion
6.1.

6.2.

6.3.

6.4.

KN065 bid was lodged at the ‘Call for Sites’ stage of the LDP preparation process requesting that the
site be allocated in the next LDP for residential use for around 60 houses. The bid was not preferred
by Council Officers. The detail set out in the bid document are still relevant, namely that the site is
deliverable, viable and free from constraints.
The Main Issues Report acknowledges that future housing development is required in St Cyrus to
maintain the services currently provided in the village, KN065 would deliver a measured number of
homes helping to support these services.
Any development in St Cyrus will impact on what is considered to be prime agricultural land, the SLA,
Coastal Zone, Waste Water Treatment Works and secondary education provision, however it is
recognised that there is a need for new allocations to allow future housing development and we
consider site KN065 can be delivered in a way that would minimise any negative impact and can
positively contribute to the village by creating an eastern gateway.
Having regard to the information set out in this response to the Main Issues Report, we respectfully
request that this site be supported in the Proposed LDP as a residential allocation.
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